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ABST1RACT
This technics] renort attempts to proviea
-,c;,
of shortening
the compressordssign procedure through the use of charts. To facilitate
a more rapid procedure, the charts are restricted in application to
constant rotor work axial-flow Qompressors.
The design charts give the relationships betvween the mean radius

velociLy Lriangie and cutuprestor performance arid dimensions. Ranges
are established for the variables to include all normal design problems
and also to rule out almost immediately all impractical solutions,
The charts are generalized with respect to atmospheric conditions
to permit greater applicability.
That is, the charts may be used for
design problems that involve initial atmospheric conditions other than
standard and also for multi-stage compressors by application to each
stage in succession.
Relationships are established between the mean radius velocity
triangle and certain specific compressor parameters such as pressure
coefficient, flow coefficient, throttle number and specific speed.
Use of the charts is illustrated by the solution of a hypothetical
design problem. References are given which provide various methods for
determining the blade profiles.

PUBLICATION REVIEW
The publication of this report does not constitute approval by the
Air Force of the findings or the conclusions contained therein. It is
published only for the exchange and stimulation of idees.
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Tangential co.ponoent of the airflow velocity Imparted by the
rotor at the mean radius*

Tangential velocity of the rotor blade section at the man

radius*
V-

Axial velocity component of th. airflow.

W,-

Mean velocity relative to the rotor blade at the man radius*

a -

A C,/W.

b-

U /W.

d-

V /W.,
-

,

blade load factor.

dAa
SIN

ionless rotational speed.

P

axial velocity.

lowangle*

G -

Weight flow per second.

R -

Rotor tip radius.

9 -

Rub ratio.

P-

Air densit.

-

Ddmnad1.eas

Acceleration of gravity.

H-

Pressure head or work per unit weight.

p -

Power expressed in horsepower units.

S-

Rotor angular velocity in radians per seaond.

N-

Rotor rotational speed in RPM.

A p-

Total pressure increase.
Efficiency,

c,-

Speed of sound.

e-

The ratio of absolute ambient temperature to absolute standard temperature,
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....-.

-

p£

6-

The ratio of ambient pressure t-

c•t•and--rd prz;z.-r.

In2ov coefficient.

S-

Pressure coefficient.

Nr-

Throttle number.

N--

Specific speed.

r

My radius.

-

AA-

Annulus area.

h -

Blade length.

U-

Vol,-v

CL -

or -

Sn-

flow.

Lift coefficient.
Solidity.

Values oonverted to standard atasupheric conditions.
Values

oonverted to both standard atmospheric

and 2p-hp power input.
R-

Values taken at the tip sect'io.

H-

Values taken at the hub socotion.

F-

Values taken at any radium.
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aSIGN CHAZTS F

AXIAL-FLOW COWMRESSO3S

HAVING CONSTANT RiLCTR WK DISMIUTION
OVER THE BLADE SPAN

The process of designing turbo-compressors is usually long and
involved. This report attempts to facilitate a rapid design procedure
by providing charts which yield final design values and eliminate impractical solutions almost Iimediately.
One of the most common turbc--Ampesuor types is the axial-flow
compressor with which this report is concerned. All single-stago and
most multi-etage axial-flow compressors are of the constant rotor work
type and, hence, consideration of this type alone will maintain a
reasonable degree of generality.

SECTION I

Prooedure
Since this study is restricted to constant rotor work axial-flow
compressors, the velocity triangle for any point along the rotor blade

span is determined by any one velocity triangle if the type of prerotation is known. In this stuy the mean radius velocity triangle will
be taken as being representative of the entire blade. Limitations will
be applied to this mean radius velocity triangle in order to establish
practical ranges for the charts. Insofar as some of these limitations
would normally be applied at the blade root and others at the tip, the
chart ranges will be made flexible so as to avoid over-restricting the
charts.
Relationships will be established between the man radius velocity
These relationships
triangle and compressor performance and dimensions.
constitute the basic design chart equations. Furthermore, relationships
between the mean radius velocity triangle and certain specific compressor
parameters such as flow coefficient, pressure coefficient, throttle
number and specific speed will be given.
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SECTION II
Chart Eauations and Compressor Parameters

The equations used in plotting the charts give relationships between the mtan radius velocity triangle and the compressor performance
and geometry.
The cumpressor performance is givcn by the power-input, P , the
rotational speed, N , and the total pressure increase, ap . The
compressor geometry is given by thezotor radius, R , and the hub ratio,
S,
Three vel.ocity triangle parameters which are sufficient for
determining the geometry of the mean radius velocity triangle &-d which
will be used for the forthcominZ ecuations are as follows:
The blade load factor is:

axAC,
The dimensionless rotational
speed is:

The dimensionless axial
velocity is:

ACv-U

N
V
zSIN
d x .. Wmn
FIGURE I
The equations relating these eight compressor
R-

F

2217 Pb'

0
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parameters are as follows:

_M)

(I',))adab

]

(M)
2

RO- -,fd

These are the basic design chart equations relating the ten canpressor variables. Normsfy, the density, power, rotational speed and
total pressure increase (or weight flow) are given in a design problem.
The chart equations are capable of determining two unknowns (the derivation given in Appendix II shows that the three chart equations are
derived from two independent equations), thus leaving four unknowns to
be selected by the designer. The charts proride a rapid graphical
solution of the above three equations and aia considerably in the
selection of the four remaining unkiown quantities. A specific example
of the use of the charts is give, in Appendix I and the derivation of

the three chart equations is given in Appendix II.
Two specific parameters which are of importance to both single and
nulti-stage compressors are the pressure coefficient, 4r . and the flow
coefficient,
. These two coefficients are characteristic of compressore independent of the rotational speed if the Mach number is
sufficiently low and the Reynolds number is sufficiently high.

*

The pressure coefficient is expressed in ters of the efficiency,
the hub ratio, the blade load iLactor, and the dim es laes rotational
speed as follows:

(2v)

141:

The flow coefficient is expressed in term of the hub ratie, the
dimensionless rotational speed and the dimensionless axial velocity as

follows:

As an aid in selecting certain geometric properties such as number
of blades and hub ratio in such a way that the total-energy losses
became a mini.nm, a dimensionless characteristic r4rameter known as
specific speed is useful. It is well 1own through its application to
water turbines. Specific speed characterises the type machine by its
performance values (speed, volume/sec., total head) under optimum
efficiency conditions. The optimun efficiency conditions are, however,
affected by excessire Mach numbers and low Reynolds number values.

WADC 7
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Specific speed is seldom considered in the design of multi-stage axialflow compressors but is particularly applicable to ainxW -sta-e axialflow compressors.
The specific speed can be expressed in terms of the mean radius
velocity triangle and the hub ratio as follows:

of$=((I-)d4)b~'

(VI)

Another characteristic number, introduced by Keller, is the
throttle number. Keller considered a single-stage axial-flow compressor
consisting of a rotor and a stator. He defined throttle number as the
ratio of the kinetic energy content of the flow behind the stage to the
total rotor work.
Keller found that the throttle number has an important influence
upon the optimum efficiency of a single-stage axial-flow compressor in
that it indicates the amount of kinetic energy behind the stage which
must be transformed into static pressure by a diffuser. For instance
if the throttle number is less than one, the st,'tic pressure behind the
stage is greater than atmospheric.
If the throttle number is one, the
compressor will act as a fan without a diffuser. If the throttle number
is greater than one, a diffuser must be employed to raise the static
pressure above atmospheric level before flow will occur.
The throttle number can be expressed in terms of the mean radius
velocity triangle and Iiuý rtio
as follo's:

Nr2ab
The derivations of the expressions for the ahove specific compressor
parametess are given in Appendix III.

SECTION

III

Chart Limitations
There exist certain practical limitations for the individual quantities contained in the design charts which should be considered so as to
establish the ranges of the charts. It is to be noted that these limitatlons are by no means absolute, unvarying quantities.
The limitations
WADC TR 53-152
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are influenced by so many parameters that methods do not exist for estabFor this reason, the limitations proposed
lishing then definit*e.

r Vprc:;n
6mn-alj'1,y

ita

l

The quantity a is given the range 0 to 0.6 on the basis of Keller's
Keller found that
Investigation of cascade flow (Axial Flow Fans, 1937).
coefficient should not
product of solidity and lift
to avoid stallinthe
/W',
, corresponds to 2a . The
,exeed1.1. This product, C-.r2zCU
above restriction places e aLzim value of 0.6 on a.
Keller, however, conduoted his investigation at one value of Reynolds
number. It has since been shown that permissible solidity values increase
with increasing Reynolds nmber. Because of this consideration, the range
of a in extended to 0.8.
is given the range 0.5 to 0.9. This corresponds to
The quantity d
a range in flow angle of 300 to 650 which win include all normal conditions.
The quantity b is assigned the range 0.25 to 1.5 to include all
practical values of positive and negative prerotation.
The hub ratio, V is given the range 0.4 to 0.9. Hub ratios of less
Hub
than 0.4 are impractical for constant rotor work type compressors.
ratios of more than 0.9 are impractio-al because gap losses beooe excessive.
The rotational speed, N , is given the range 100 rp to 100,000 rpm
which will include all normal operational values for most compressors.
The ranges of Ab and tip radius, R . are determined from the above
ranges and are found to be as follows:
A*O

0.001 psi to 5 psi

R

0.5 to 30 inches

Charts I, II, and III are plotted from equations I, II, and III
taking into account the limitations given above. Dashed curves are
plotted in excess of the ranges given above to include values which arei
possible but improbable under normal circumstances.
Mach number limitations are not considered in determining thm -'tirt
ranges. Thege should be considered after establishing the velocity
triangles.

WADC TR 53-152
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Generalising the Charts
The design charts are plotted for standard atmospheric conditions
and 1 hp power-input.
Nearly all design problems have other atmospheric
and power-input conditions and, therefore, expressions must be found for
converting the design values to normal values so that the design charts
maW be of general use.
The cuantities e , b , d , and V are dimensionless geometric
properties of the compressor and, therefore are not affected by changes
in atmospheric ixd :ower-input conditions.
The rewaining quantities
( P , R , N , and A p) must be corrected.
A detailed liscussion of the generalization procedure is
Appendix IV.

given in

To facilitate easier use of the design charts, the scales are labeled
as functions of the actual conditions rathcr than standard conditions.
Generalizing the charts with respect to atmospheric conditions
permits using the charts in the design of multi-stage compressors by
considering the exit conditions of one stage as being the inlet conditions
of the following stage.

WADC TR 53-152
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APPEPM1IZ i

Assume a single-stage axial-flow compressor given with a pow,
source which developes 10 hp a& 3500 revolutions per minute and a hub
ratio of 0.75. It is desired to obtain an increase in total pressure

of 0.25 Pei at an atimospberic temperature of 4007 and an atmospheric
pressure of 13 psi. Furthermore, it is desired to obtain the &forementioned values without utilising a stator In front of the rotor or
a diffuser (for the purpose of establishing flow) at the roar,
The values of 6
pheric conditions.

and

e are first

6

.0
14.7 • 0.884

6

499.4
i9=
518.4'4

determined from the given atmos-

0.963

Since the values of pressure increase and rotational speed are
to determine the mesn radius velocgiven, Chart III will be used first
ity triangle.
Start in

the fourth quadrant by computing the following values:

NO 3500 (0)
,
(a)b79(0.96311(0.884P1
.Assume an efficiency,, f -0.85
(b)

,A~b

0.25
a0.85 X 0.884

0.333

Values (a) and (b) together locate point 1 in the fourth quadrant
of Chart III. A horizontal line from point 1 to the third quadrant
5 0.75 locates point 2.
a
curve
A vertical line from point 2 into the second quadrant outs the
curves corresponding to values of a ranging from 0.16 to 0.45,. Drawing
horizontal lines from the sero prerotational lines (established by the
requirement that there is to be no stator in front of the rotor) into
the second quadrant further limits the possible values of a a Successive
from 0.26
application of this procedure yields a possible range of a

WADC Ti 53-152
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" 0.3 locates point 3. A horizontal
to 0,35. Selecting the value
line from point 3 to the zero prerotation curve in the first quadrant
locates point 4. The values of b and d are given by the Chart at
point 4.

b - 0.95
0.6

d

The next step is to determine if the additional condition of no
diffuser is satisfied. This is done by considering the throttle
number which is waluated from equation (VII) as follows:
0.36
2X0.85X 0.3X 0.95

RT

0.743

The value of the throttle number is seen to be sufficiently less
than unity to insure that no diffuser will be necessary to establish
flow. Hence, the values ofe , b . andd determined above are acceptable. (A diffuser would be needed, however, if it were desired to
transfer more of the ocergy into static pressure.)
The value of the rotor radius is now found from Chart II using the
previously determined values of a , b $ and d . The procedure is
is seen to be 2.76, from
shown on Chart II. The value of (R8*60P)
which R is found as follows:
2.76(Q963) (0.884i)(o.5)'

R2.76 86P
R a 9.37 INCHES
The mean radius is:
%-R.

u9.37X

u1"75o8.20 INCHES

The annulus area is:
A•,R'(W-)

-rr 1447(1i-0. 7 5 )-.

8 38

FT*

The blade length is:
h • R(I-%i) * 9.37X0.25- 2.34 INCHES
The quantities needed to construct the mean radius velocity
triangle are found as follows:
U-a
WADC TM 53-152

y

,-'2 5 0 F.PS.
8

-

W.- u/b

I

-

o250/0o95.263 FPS.

'Cnr W*4w 263X0.3 "78.9FPS.
W,,d w 263X0.6"157.8F.PS.

V

The quantities necessary for determining the velocity triangles
at the rotor hub and tip (denoted by the suLscripts H and R respectively) are found as follows:

U,.UUR/R.. 250 X 9.37/&20o u86

S,
PF.

Uwuzi Uku 0.75X 286 a214FPS.
of the constant rotor work type,

Since the compressor is
constant, and:

a 7&9X8.20/9.37= 69.0 FP.PS.

At--- ",F/R
AC"6- AhC

.,
w,,

1A C%,
r

a 69.0/0.75 -92.0 F. P.S.

€v'1 (u,-,

•.

(2
i.+ 8(
2

-

34

)?

297 F.P.S.
11W,.,
•"
(U -

AE7,*' ,,157.1e+(214-465'..

W.,- 231 F.P.S.

The velocity triangles for the hub, mepn radius, and tip section
are shown in Figure 2.
At 6his point it is appropriate to compute the tip Yach number.
The relative intake velocity at the tip is i'ound as follows:

Was 327 FPS.
The speed of sound is
W.ADC TR 53-152

found from the expressiun -ohich gives the
9

-

FI;.20

TIP VELOOITY TRIANGLE

vd

FiE. W MEAN VELOCITY TRIANGLE

FiG. I VELOOITY TRIANtLES FOR THE EXAMPLE PROBLEM

relationship between sonic velocity and atmospheric temperature.

C,- 11t6,18- 1116V10.963 * 1075 FRPS.
and the Mach number is:
MRS 327/1075 ,0.30
As is usually the case, the Mach number is found to be far less
than critical. Hence, Mach number effects are negligible.
The volume flow is
u'A

4

found as follows:

V -0.838X157.8s

132.2

FTý'SEO

To avoid adverse effects due to low Reynolds number, a Reynolds
number of 300,000 is assumed at the mean radius. This results in a
coefficient of 0.5
blade chord length of 2.4 inches. Assuming a lift
at the mean radius, the solidity is determined by the load factor
The number of blades is now found to be 26.
equation to be 1.2.
If so desired, the values of pressure coefficient, flow coefficient
and specific speed may be determined from equations (IVI(V4 and(VI)
respectively.
Determining the blade profiles is not within the scope of this
However, references for methods of doing this are given below.
report.
p

(a)

The Betz Method

(b) F. Weinig, "Flow Around Turbine and Compressor Blades",
BuShips, Navy Dept. 1946.
Information of the Aerodynamic Design of Axial-Flow
(c)
Compressors in Germany, Navy Dept. October 1945.
(d) H. Constants Rule, "The Present Basis for Axial-Flow
Compressor Design" Part I, Aero Research Council, R. & K.,
June, 1942, A. R. Rowell.
Had the compressor under consideration been multi-stage rather than
single-stage the above procedure would be repeated for each stage in
succession.

WADO 7R 53-152
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APPendIX II
flm~1v~A*

mmi

n~+.

To facilitate a more easily followed derivation,

the mean radius

velocity triangle parameters are repeated.
The blade load factor, a , 4 C./W.
The d-mensioni.2ss rotational speed, b r U/W..•
The dimensionless axial velocity, d = V/Win
The weight flow through the compressor is given by the following
equation:
G --IrR"(1 - V) V.P
Ad in terms of the dimensionless axial velocity is:
Q-

7r

R'(I- v') d

f,,g

The pressure head or work per unit weight is given by the equation

Ha

U 6CU/9"

and in terms of the blade load factor and dimensionless rotation speed
it is
H4a b(w
The power input to the compressor is

given by the ecuation

(1)

P - GH - r'(I-W-)d(W.,)'Pab

W , in the above enuation, can be expressed in terms of the
co;Apressor geometry and the mean radius velocity triangle parameters
in the followng manner.
The angular velocity,

U)

is

U Mi2U
R,.
0(I+ 17)

W,.b

and in terms of the dimensionless rotational speed, W)eRWADC TR 53-152
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and in turn, the expression for the rotational speed, N , is

and
(2)

19.1 b
Introdu.cing the expression for Wm into equation (i)
S
(19.1)1b'
or,

,3)
and solving for R

-

221TPb

7

(I)

The expression for the pressure increase,,
•

b , is as follows:

uc,

and in terms of the blade load factor, dimensionless rotational speed
and equation (2)

APg
Fbt~iy
,l
or
XIOdR'N'(I-9,)O+!(
[4.51f"X
4.51 XId R'N (I,-OXH-fb
"(19.1

4

(4)

The terms inclosed in brackets can be seen from equation (3) to be P.
5-N
e1C4.5I6'R

WADC

AMR

b =

53-152

1b (I--;)(l÷+)O
119. IX4.451 xI6OR'N

13

canceling N and aollecting teriz

or,

0.466

At)
pr.a
~F

The following equation is derived from equation (4)

(19.1 )'X 4.51= x IR'N(I-PXif-)'d
upon elimination o0 the radius the equation becomes
•b 9.8.3 XI d' PerN*(14-"tf•S

0o.16 45 .)•d'

br=

or.,

4
W.-i•_flons (I),,

WADC M1 53-152
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(III)

(II), and (III) are the basic design chart equations.
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APPENDIX III

SD~cifiACpuessor Parain•e
The pressure coefficient is defined by the fallowing Pouation where
the subscript R , represents values at the tip radius.

(5)

i.= 2#CAG.)
Uft 5

Since the charts are concerned with constant rotor work axial flow
compressors, the following substitution may be made.
rACGa CONSTANT
(AC.), - AC.R./R %AC(,+-.) /2

also,
U

UR/Rl.r. 2U/(I+i)

substituting these expressions into equation (5) gives,

and in terms of the blade load factor and dimensionless rotational speed

The flow coefficient is defined by the following equation,
V/U.
/Substituting the expression for UR given above

V(I+,,)/2u
and in terms of the dimensionless rotation speed and axial velocity

(v)

*,(÷)
2b
WADC TH 53-152
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'I
The specific speed is defined by the following equation:

It is given by Keller (Axial Flow Fans, 1937) in dimensionless form as
follows:

,

+..')", •LM,-+

(6)

Tia specific speed can be defined in terms of the mean radius
velocity triangle by sutstituting equation (IV) and (V) into equation (6)

r(I-v )d (2b)

(i

The throttle number is defined by the following equation

and in terms of the mean radius velocity triangle

WADC TR 53-152
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APPENDIX IV
Gwieralizing the Chart Parametcrs
Let quantities without subscripts denote initial, uncorrected
values; quantities with subscript s denote the values converted to
standard atrmospheric conditions; and quantities with the subscript n
be values converted to both standard atmospheric conditions and I hp
po,,oer-in put.
a)

Conversion to Standard Atmospheric Conditions:

In reversible adiabatic changes of state, the temperature and
pressure ratios are unicuely determinsd by the Mach number. Compressor
performance charts are customarily generalized by holding the pressure
ratio and, hence, the Mach number constant for varying atmospheric and
power conditions. The design charts with which this report is concerned
are generalized in the same manner.
To maintain constant Mach number, the rotational speed must
vary in accordance with the speed of sound.
N
N-

i.e.

No
N.
--

G, (cj),
The speed of sound, G,, varies with the square root of the
temperature.
N
N*

N,

(7)

N

F,"

The value of P/A^ is held constant for all atmospheric conditions.
The design charLs of this report, however, are concerned with Ap rather
The general represemtation of Ap is found as follows:
than p/p..
From

WADC TR 53-152
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P.

P.,

AEp
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Multiplying both sides by

h.A

given

', o,

The axial velocity lpproportional to the rotational speed
and henoo must also vary with W6
, The power input is the product
of the axial velooity, the pressure increase and the annulus area. The
annulus area is independent of atmospheric conditions and, therefore,
the power input must vary with the product of the axial velocity and
the pressure increase. That is:

The tip radius, R
ditions and hence,
b).

,

is independent of the atmospheric con-

Conversion to 1 hp power input:

The total pressure increase, 4P0* is

not affected bF changes

in power input and, therefore,
The rotational speed varies inversely as the square root of
the power input.
Substituting equation (7) and (9) gives

N -,~N~

The tip radius varies as the square root of the power input.

R, a*
Substituting equation (9) gives

In muamary, the relations for cm-arting from design values to
normal values for use with the charts are as foIloowe:
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For convenience, the charts are labeled as functions of the actual
conditions rather than the normal conditions.
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NOTICE: VW'HEN GOVERNMENT OR OTHER DRA tKO8, SPECIFICATIONS OR OTHER DATA
KRE USED FOR ANY PURPOSE OTHER THAN IN ONNECTION WITH A DEFINITELY RELATED
GOVERK?17.iNT PROCUREMENT OPERATION, TN U. I. GOVERNMENT THEREBY INCURS
NO RESPONSIBILITY, NOR ANY OBLIGATION W TOOEVER; AND THE FACT THAT THE
GOVERNMENT MAY HAVE FORMULATED, FU", K-D, OR IN ANY WAY SUPPLIED THE
SAID DRAW;TGS, SPE.CIi%'CATIONS, OR OTHER D rA 18 NOT TO BE REGARDED BY
IMPLICATION OR OTHERWISE AS IN ANY MANN|f LICENSING THE HOLDER OR ANY OTHER
PERSON OR CORPORATION, OR CONVEYING ANY UGHTS OR PERMISSION TO MANUFACTURE,
USE OR SELL ANY PATENTED INVENTION THAT IAY IN ANY WAY BE RELATED THERETO.
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